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 • Make cash and particular property gifts to all your family members • Appoint guardians to look after your minor kids •
Appoint executors to find yourself your estate • Create trusts for small beneficiaries • Make funeral arrangements This
self-help legal package includes step-by-step instructions, detailed information and all the legal forms necessary to
prepare your own last will and testament without the need or expense of hiring a lawyer. You will then haven't any
control over who your property is distributed to as well as who takes care of your kids following your death. If you die
without producing a valid last will and testament, you will have died intestate. Both of these matters will be determined
by state laws which are often decades old. There is also the added risk that your estate could be substantially depleted
due to the high levels of legal and professional charges connected with dying intestate. Making a last will and testament
is the only way to ensure that you have control of these matters and you could properly provide for the requirements of
your loved ones. This self-help kit gives you step-by-step instructions, detailed details and all the legal forms necessary
to make a will and to ensure that your real estate passes to your loved ones after your loss of life.A last will and
testament allows you to specify who your assets will move to following your death, make property management
arrangements for young beneficiaries, appoint guardians, forgive debts, and more.
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Easy to use Easy to use WILL TO BE Seeing that I PASS I suggest any person Get this Read it and Start their Will
Everyone should read. I'd definitely suggest this path to develop a living will. but you will realize only a small part
actually will pertain for you therefore it becomes rather easy. Wrote up a will for my mom Seams daunting, but you will
realize only a small part actually will pertain for you so it all becomes rather easy. Eventually my husband and I use it to
re-compose ours now that our kids are grown. Wrote up a will for my mother, then my aunt utilized the CD to make hers
up. When you have enough attention span to read for about 20 minutes (which I realize not really everyone does these
days) then you will see this super-easy.Easy, comprehensive Easy, comprehensive, straight-forward, and not as
frustrating as I thought the procedure might be. That is clearly written and packed with useful information. It gives all of
the whys and wherefores concerning making a will. Five star. Five Stars Great no actual forms It doesn't have the actual
8-1/2" x 11" forms in the packet. It has the forms like they should be written but you have to get the forms to fill up
them out. Five Stars Very easy to learn and it well broken down. About time to create a will. Time to Write my Will
Getting old enough. I must say i enjoyed this book. We all have to go and we want our loved ones to receive what we
wish them to, rather than to the condition or greedy relatives. Spend $5 more and get a disc included Returned
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